
 
“Poetess” Debates: Patterns, Paradoxes, Transformations 

Call for Proposals for a NAVSA 2020 Roundtable (or Two Paired Sessions) 
  

The poetess was an unsettling figure in the 19th century, like the term itself – sometimes a 
(semi-)neutral signifier for a woman poet, more often designator of a fraught category facilitating 
canonical exclusion. The late-twentieth-century recovery of 19th-century women poets generated 
a more positive valence for the poetess, as critics (Isobel Armstrong, Angela Leighton, Margaret 
Reynolds, Yopie Prins, Virginia Blain, Margaret Linley, Laura Mandell, and Susan Brown, 
among others) investigated the complexities of a figure integral to expanding print culture who 
destabilized multiple boundaries: private/public, print/performance, expressive body/ refining 
spirituality, middle-brow/ high culture. Yet the poetess remained a site of contestation even 
within feminist criticism. Anne Mellor identified key geneaologies in Romantic women’s poetry 
other than the poetess tradition exemplified by L.E.L. and Felicia Hemans. Paula Bennett 
critiqued “the resuscitation of the Poetess soubriquet” as a monolithic category obscuring the 
“plenitude” of 19th-American women’s poetry. Victorianists have continued to invoke the 
poetess, but often to emphasize how a writer is resisting poetess conventions, like Kathryn 
Ledbetter in a 2014 article on Violent Fane, or Beverly Taylor in a 2019 article arguing for 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s determination “not to be a poetess” in the vein of Hemans. In other 
recent studies, there has been a resurgence of the poetess figure in increasingly capacious and 
diverse forms, as in Charles Laporte’s approach to George Eliot as poetess-prophet, Alison 
Chapman’s Networking the Nation (2015) treating the poetess as transnational citizeness of the 
world in Aurora Leigh, and Tricia Lootens’ The Political Poetess (2017), examining poetess 
performances in relation to the nation. Confronting the “critical squirming” the poetess still 
provokes, Lootens excavates and extends the category in provocative ways – deprivatizing 
poetess politics and interrogating racist dimensions of 19th-century constructions of the poetess 
mirrored in second wave feminism. 

This CFP responds in part to Lootens’ desire to “open up conversations” about the 
poetess, in part to changing historical constructions of this unsettling figure, and in part to the 
current re-emergence of “poetess” as an (evidently) empowering term for women on social 
media. Depending upon the submissions, the organizer session will propose either a roundtable 
or two paired sessions. Examples	of	questions	panelists	might	address	(but	are	by	no	means	
limited	to)	include:	

	
What	do	the	varying	valences	of	“poetess”	in	differing	contexts	reveal	about	the	persistence	
or	subversion	of	Victorian	gender	and	separate	spheres	ideologies?		
	
How	do	particular	writers	engage	with	or	challenge	constructions	of	the	poetess	in	the	
contexts	of	differing	races,	ethnicities,	social	classes	and/or	sexualities?	“Who	made	the	
poetess	white?”	as	Lootens	asks.	How	does	the	Jewish	ethnicity	and	queer	sexuality	of	a	
poet	like	Amy	Levy	shape	her	engagement	with	the	figure	of	the	poetess?		
	
In	what	ways	is	the	poetess	tradition	decolonized	by	the	boundary-blurring	“Mohawk	
princess”	Pauline	Johnson?	Does	Johnson’s	use	of	indigenous	traditions	counteract	racist	
stereotypes	of	her	as	an	“Indian	poetess”	analysed	by	Mary	Elizabeth	Leighton	and	others?		
	



Have	lyric	forms	been	over-emphasized	in	poetess	scholarship	to	the	exclusion	of	other	
important	genres	(e.g.,	the	verse-novel,	dramatic	monologues?)	And	have	love	and	
domestic	affections	been	over-emphasized	compared	to	other	key	subjects	(e.g.,	religion)?		
	
Does	focus	on	the	poetess	displace	other	figures	central	to	19th-century	women’s	poetry?	
E.g.,	the	prophet	or	sybil	figures	that	Charles	Laporte	and	Wendy	Williams	explore	in	
George	Eliot’s	poetry;	the	bard	often	invoked	by	working-class	women	poets,	as	Florence	
Boos	documents;	the	dissenting	preacher	as	model	for	Romantic	women	poets,	as	Mellor	
argues,	and	for	Victorian	women	poets,	as	Karen	Dieleman	similarly	contends.	
	
How	does	the	performativity	of	the	poetess	embody	or	stimulate	cross-media	translations:	
e.g.,	the	African	America	oral	traditions	informing	Frances	Harper’s	activist	poetry	or	the	
multiple	musical	adaptations	of	Christina	Rossetti’s	verse?	What	conventions	shape	the	
picturing	of	the	poetess	in	19th-century	illustrations	or	portraits,	or	in	social	media	now?	
		
Why	does	the	poetess	seem	to	be	re-emerging	as	an	empowering	figure	in	social	media	
today?	E.g.,	aspiring	writers	claiming	the	title	“poetess”	on	creative	writing	platforms	like	
Wattpad;	Rupi	Kaur,	termed	a	“trending	poetess	on	Instagram”	by	Sasha	Kruger;	or	Saudi	
Arabian	poet	Hissa	Hilal,	whose	defiance	of	conservative	clerics	is	documented	in	the	2017	
film	“The	Poetess.”	Is	the	term	“poetess”	being	successfully	reclaimed	in	popular	usage	in	
such	contexts?	Are	there	significant	parallels	between	these	twenty-first-century	poetess	
figures	and	19th-century	poetesses?		
	
Please	send	proposals	(250	words	maximum)	and	brief	cvs	(1-2	pages)	to	Marjorie	Stone,	
mistone@dal.ca		by	January	28.	


